Here’s what we are working on!

Reading: Book Introductions and direction of text (we read left to right).

Math: 2D shapes. Can you see them? They are everywhere!

Literature: Jack and the Beanstalk.

Religion: Different ways we can pray to God.

Drama: Confidence to perform through games.

Dates to Remember
Whole School Welcome Mass – 24/02/17, 12pm
School Picnic – 28/02/17
3/3/17 – Assembly 8:50am

This Week’s Sounds...
Mummy on the moon m m m
Nanny has a net n n n
Ring on a finger ng ng ng
Pretty pink pig p p p

Sight Word Ideas!
Write your child’s sight words on some flash cards. You can hide them and once your child finds them they can read them to you.

The Value of the Week
Punctuality – Arrive on time to class and line up.